Field Hockey Box Score (Final)
2018 Boston College Field Hockey
New Hampshire vs Boston College (Sep 23, 2018 at Newton, Mass.)

New Hampshire (2-6) vs.
Boston College (6-3)
Date: Sep 23, 2018 • Attendance: 337
Weather: 61F, cloudy

New Hampshire
Po # Player Sh G ADS
gk 1 McAteer, Madelyn - - -
f 2 Caron, Finn 1 - -
m 4 Bossi, Rachel - - -
m 7 Sliz, Kayla 1 - -
f 8 McNamara, Erin - - -
f 10 van den Brekel,Bloe 1 - -
m 12 Danahy, Isabel - - -
f 14 Fanikos, Bailey - - -
f 16 Audino, Katie - - -
b 17 Bajus, Nicky 1 - -
b 21 Malone, Erin - - -
-- Substitutes --
3 Raspante, Tia - - -
9 Thomson, Rachel - - -
13 Palumbo, Tori - - -
20 Fay, Val - - -
30 Simkevich, Rachel - - -
Totals 4 0 0 0

Boston College
Po # Player Sh G ADS
gk 32 Sarah Dwyer - - -
m 80 Simkevich, Rachel - - -
-- Substitutes --
4 Jaime Natale 3 1 1 -
6 Caroline McGovern - - -
13 Nell Webber - - -
15 Fusine Govaert 6 - - -
16 Kate Planko - - -
21 Cassidy Atchison - - -
22 Emily Buttinger - - -
25 Maddy Dorn 2 1 - -
29 Jonna Kennedy - - -
Totals 25 6 5 0

Goals by period 1 2 Total
New Hampshire 0 0 0
Boston College 3 3 6

Shots by period 1 2 Total
New Hampshire 1 3 4
Boston College 16 9 25

Penalty corners 1 2 Total
New Hampshire 1 3 4
Boston College 7 4 11

Scoring summary:
No. Time Team Goal scorer Assist Description
1. 19:06 BC Frederique Haverhals (4) Brigid Wood Lucy Lytle 14 insert, 8 stick stop, 17 straight shot to corner of goal
2. 20:56 BC Maddy Dorn (1) Brigid Wood Frederique Haverhals off a muffed corner, 17 passed to 25 on l corner of circle
3. 26:36 BC Elizabeth Warner (4) Jaime Natale Elizabeth Dennehy (1) (unassisted) corner, shot by 4, tipped in by 12
4. 39:34 BC Jaime Natale (2) (unassisted) Spin move shot in the circle
5. 40:43 BC Elizabeth Dennehy (1) (unassisted) shot from corner
6. 62:03 BC Brigid Wood (1) Carly Kauffman corner, pass to left corner, 14 was inserted

Player cards:
GC-BC #4 (6:33); GC-BC #8 (29:01)

Win-Sarah Dwyer (6-2). Loss-McAteer, Madelyn (1-1).
Stadium: Newton FH Complex
Officials: Ruth DeBesse; Brian Hope;
Offsides: New Hampshire 0, Boston College 0.

Official's signature